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Light-molecule interactions can be divided into the weak and the strong. They can involve a 

single molecule or collective states of many thousands of molecules, and involve optical 

fields at their zero-point (vacuum) energy, or at very high intensity. Only with control over 

the gamut of these interactions can we realise the full potential of photocatalysis, 

photovoltaics, display technology, etc. 

In this contribution I summarize our recent work on modifying chemical reaction landscapes 

by strong coupling the vacuum fields of an optical cavity with collective states of organic 

molecules. By placing molecules at high density inside optical cavities, coherent exchange of 

photons between the molecules and the cavity generate new, hybrid light-molecule states with 

consequences not only for chemical catalysis but also energy and electronic transport.  

Previously we showed that coupling of electronic transitions of molecules could influence the 

rate of a photochemical reaction.
[1]

 More recently we have shown that vibrational transitions 

of molecules can also be strongly coupled with light,
[2]

 leading to changes in the rate of a 

ground state, thermally-induced dissociation reaction.
[3]

 The latter studies suggest the ground 

state Morse potential of the system is reshaped by vibrational strong coupling. The 

temperature dependence of the reaction rate suggests profound changes also to the nature of 

the transition state. Further potential for chemistry in optical cavities will be discussed.   
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